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Hundreds March to Protest
Trump’s Plan to End DACA
By JOHN HENRY
On Tuesday morning, U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions held
a news conference to announce
the end of the Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)
program. Though DACA recipients technically immigrated
to the United States illegally,
most of them did so while too
young to remember, immigrating alongside parents and family
members seeking a new life. This
group of young people is known
to the world as DREAMers. There
are currently 800,000 DREAMers registered for the DACA
program with another 1 million
eligible, and in the wake of the
White House’s decision to end
the DACA program, their future
is uncertain.
The DACA program was initially implemented by former President Obama in 2012. Through
the power of an executive order, DREAMers whose parents
brought them to America for a
better life gained the opportunity
to apply for a 2-year renewable
visa. Such newfound documen-

tation allows DREAMers to attend college, work legally, obtain
driver’s licenses in some states,
and be temporarily protected
from deportation. The program
grants young immigrants two
years of legal limbo until they
can apply for a renewal, but it
does not provide a pathway to
citizenship.
In a world of growing anti-immigration sentiment and complicated government programs, the
DREAMers are thriving under
pressure. Statistics surrounding the program are stunning,
with most recipients having no
felonies on record and high employment and graduation rates.
The numbers tell the story of
a phenomenal group of young
immigrants, but they say nothing of the hardships and anxieties a DREAMer faces in modern
America. They completely ignore
the families and communities
who remain undocumented
with no government assurances.
While numbers seem to speak
volumes about a young generaContinued on pg. 4

Gubernatorial Candidates Take Political Temperature of State at Saturday Candidates Forum
By ABIGAIL CENSKY
Students and Colorado Springs
residents alike milled around
the Kathryn Mohrman Theatre
lobby Saturday evening, chatting
and rubbing elbows with Democratic 2018 midterm candidates.
CC Democrats organized the
“State of the State” candidate’s
forum in concert with Electra
Johnson, chair of the El Paso
County Democratic Party. The
forum featured Democrats in
races at all levels, ranging from
State Treasurer to two out of five
Democrats making the bid for
the Governor’s Mansion.
Around 100 people walked
around the lobby in swaths talking to candidates and activists
before going in to the town-hall
style event, where candidates
expanded upon and answered
questions about their platforms.
Activists outside wore t-shirts
emblazoned with “The Resistance” as Colorado politicos,
looking to get a jump on the midterm races, chatted up Springs

residents in Tevas and weekend
wear.
The two biggest names pulled
for the event were Cary Kennedy
and Noel Ginsburg, both Democratic candidates in Colorado’s
crowded gubernatorial race.
Proxies appeared in place of Jared Polis (a sitting Congressman
from Colorado’s 2nd District)
and Mike Johnston (a former
State Senator). Sitting Lieutenant Governor Donna Lynne had
yet to announce her candidacy.
When asked why it was important he attend the CC candidate’s
forum, gubernatorial candidate
Noel Ginsburg said, “I would say
energy and innovation is and the
future of our country is vested
on these campuses…I’ve had a
chance to talk to a couple of CC
students here and it is so refreshing, particularly with what’s going on in Washington, to hear
kids that are passionate about
this state, this country and [that]
have a voice. So, why wouldn’t I
be here?”
Cary Kennedy echoed those

sentiments, saying “I really applaud the leadership here, my
son being one of them in the
Democratic Party here on campus, for reaching out to the candidates to…provide a forum, so
the students can get to know us
early in this race.”
The event received light criticism in The Independent and
from former El Paso County
Republican Party Chair Trevor
Dierdorff (Dierdorff resigned
Friday), for not featuring any
Republican candidate participation. Dierdorff was quoted in
The Independent saying,
“’[The student] didn’t email
me his request until after hours
last Friday…I’m afraid that participation will be very light as he
was trying to get a couple dozen
very busy candidates to come to
an event on Labor Day Weekend
with only one week’s notice. He
should have been reaching out
to campaigns at least six weeks
prior.’”
However, in a statement to The
Catalyst, Co-chair of CC DemoContinued on pg. 6
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New Library Boasts Carbon
Neutral, Net Zero Status
By SASHA HART
In 2007, Colorado College students asked then-president Dick
Celeste to commit to making CC
a carbon neutral campus, and in
2009, CC promised to become
carbon neutral by 2020. The Office of Sustainability, following
through with this promise, proposed in the very early stages of
planning for the new library to
be carbon neutral.
With the arrival of the new
school year, much of the buzz
around campus has been about
the new library. However, not
many people seem to know what
it means that the library is now
a net zero building. Unlike a
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification, which Dean of Sustainability Ian Johnson described
as “a checklist of components,”
designing a net zero building
“guarantees performance.” The
general premise of a net zero
building is that it will create as
much or more energy than it
uses and will remove as much

carbon as it consumes. However,
the systems that make this happen are more intricate.
Because the building was intended to be carbon neutral from
the very early stages, the cost of
building remained on budget at
$45 million. CC enlisted the help
of specialty engineers and contractors with knowledge of net
zero systems to complete the library renovation.
But what are some of the features of carbon neutrality? Starting with the the most noticeable,
the library has increased insulation, LED lighting throughout,
and occupancy sensors for lighting. The occupancy sensors are
also used to determine which
areas and rooms in the library
need air conditioning or heating and which don’t. Still, there
is much more to the system than
meets the eye.
Under the quad, there are 80
geothermal wells drilled over
400 feet deep, where the earth
maintains a consistent temperature of about 52 degrees FahrenContinued on pg. 2
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Meet Luis Valdez, the New Residential Life Coordinator for Loomis Hall
By EMILY KRESSLEY

Photo Courtesy of Residential Life
Resident Advisors (RAs) are an important part of student life. One can serve as
both a friend and resource throughout the
stressors we face on a daily basis. Another
equally important part of the residential
life team are the Resident Life Coordinators (RLCs), who assemble the staff and
work closely with them to ensure that residential life operations run smoothly. This
year, Colorado College was lucky enough
to welcome Luis Valdez of Santa Fe, N.M.
as the new RLC for Loomis.
Valdez attended school in Albuquerque,
N.M., and eventually ended up as a Residence Director at Portland State University. He’d always dreamed of seeing the

Northwest and, while he loved his time
there, a desire to live somewhere sunnier
and closer to his family drew Valdez back
to the Southwest. Though he was very familiar with New Mexico, Valdez said CC
was particularly “intriguing.”
Valdez applied for the RLC position at
CC in 2015 among a fairly competitive
pool of applicants. When Valdez contacted
CC again this past year, there was another
opening for the RLC position. He fell in
love with CC all over again upon reapplying, especially after working in higher education.
The previous RLC occupying this position assembled a strong staff before her
departure. The staff is comprised of a
mixture of mostly sophomores and some
juniors, coming from all facets of campus
life. The Loomis RAs for the 2017-2018
year are Kristie Shirley, Lili Uchida, Anna
Gilbertson, Beau Carlborg, David Figel, Isabel Young, Jordan Ellison, Nicole Chaney,
Sophie Quick, Will Haslett, and Anthony
Rodriguez.
Valdez was extremely happy and fortunate to inherit this team. “Throughout
training I remember being consistently
more and more impressed with the staff in
terms of their depth,” said Valdez. He reminisced about his first impressions of them

as “great people”. By listening to them ask
questions, give answers, and approach
problems, he really got to know them.
Valdez went on to say how often people
allow the RA job to consume them, but
that these students are self-aware. “They
know the job, do the job, but also have
their own lives,” he said. Valdez is also
able to see their personalities flourish in
how they approach the position. He provides expectations, not guidelines, so that
the staff members are able to approach
situations how they see fit and in congruence to who they are as people.
Valdez is thankful for the CC students
taking advantage of every opportunity.
He is a huge advocate for a healthy work,
life, and self-care balance. He appreciates that the staff are multifaceted in that
“they have multiple identities to wear and
they don’t let this one engulf their others.”
As far as what makes an ideal RA, he
values communications skills. People often assume RAs must be extroverted, but
the staff, in the eyes of Valdez, is a great
mixture of extroverts and introverts. They
are of high integrity and intentionality
and he appreciates people that don’t take
things too seriously, which makes this
group particularly strong. “I try not to
make it feel like a desk job,” Valdez said.

He wants to have fun with his work and
believes one should be able to have an
in-depth conversation and then turn
around and also have a sense of humor.
Valdez emphasizes that the staff puts
their hearts into their work to lead to
success. That is how relationships, programs, and communities are built. The
passion behind those running these
communities is what makes it flourish.
Valdez’s appreciation for his staff is mutual. David Figel, the 1 West RA whose
residents’ doors are decorated with dog
memes, was quick to say praise Luis.
“You can really interact with him—both
professionally and unprofessionally—
very easily,” Figel said. “This makes the
work relationship much stronger because you can go to him for more personal advice too.”
As mentioned, part of the reason Valdez moved back to the Southwest was
because of how close he is with his family. The value of close community is important for his team and residents, and
many Loomis RAs put Loomis as their
top choice specifically for its strong
sense of community. Valdez is still new
on campus, so if you find yourself in Loomis, stop by and say hello.

New Library Boasts Carbon Neutral, Net Zero Status
Continued from the front page
-heit. These wells circulate water that
works to heat and cool the library. The
wells are also capable of storing heat generated during the warmer months for later
use. Inside the building the temperature
is regulated and efficiency is maximized
using a system called the Variable Refrigerant Flow system. This system draws air
from one part of the library and distributes it to another to regulate the temperature in each area. For instance, if an office
is too cold, but a study area is too warm,
the Variable Refrigerant Flow system can
move air from the study area to the office
to equalize the temperatures.
For its power needs, the building draws
upon a natural gas generator connected
to a combined heating and power system
which, if it produces more heat than is
needed for the library, can send heat to the
rest of campus. However, burning natural
gas produces carbon emissions. To offset
this, the library has on and off campus solar arrays that supply some of the library’s
power needs and feed clean energy back
into the municipal grid, which largely relies upon coal.
As a new building, there are likely still
some tweaks that need to be made over

the coming year before the building will
be operating as effectively as possible. As
Johnson explained, “The building is not
necessarily operating at its peak efficiency
right now.” Net zero efficiency is measured
over the course of a year, which means that
on any given day the building may not be
functioning as net zero, but over the course
of the year, it should balance out. All the
systems in the building have monitors that
provide data about their carbon usage, energy production, and net offsets, so that
tweaks and calculations can be made to
achieve complete carbon neutrality.
As for the future of net zero construction at CC and the status of the college’s
commitment to become carbon neutral by
2020, the college is certainly not planning
on rebuilding every building on campus to
meet net zero standards in the next three
years. However, the college is still very focused on promoting sustainability in its
plans. Jill Tiefenthaler noted that “our [college’s] strategic plan makes it clear that
our goal is for the college to be recognized
as a model of environmental stewardship
and innovation by advancing both the
study and practice of sustainability.”
Moving forward, the Office of Sustainability is considering the possibility of

purchasing renewable energy credits or
carbon offsets. Until the college can eventually own their own renewable energy or
achieve carbon neutrality through other
methods, this will help achieve the goal
proposed by students 10 years ago.

Graphic outlining Net Zero efforts implemented by Office of Sustainability. Photo
Courtesy of CC Office
of Sustainability

Old and New Clubs Seek Members at Campus Activities Fair
By ANTON RIESELBACH
As the academic year begins, both old
and new students are searching for onand off-campus involvement within the
community. The second week of First
Block featured the activities fair, hosted
across two evenings in Worner Campus
Center. The activities fair played host to
numerous clubs and activities looking for
exposure and prospective members. Students browsed the variety, looking for opportunities that excited them.
Among the rows of tables, club leaders
gave their spiels to onlookers. Many wellestablished groups were present, as were
a number of newly established groups
looking to grow their membership. Organizations ranged from groups dedicated
to promoting awareness, to sport-oriented
activities, to community outreach clubs.
This year’s fair featured a variety of new
clubs looking to recruit student members.

North Boys is a middle school enrichment program in which members travel
twice a block to Colorado Springs’ North
Middle School. They bring the middle
schoolers back to Colorado College to
play games, eat a meal, and spend time together. “We try to be positive role models
for the boys who are usually at-risk,” said
sophomore Silas Mead.
Early Scholars Training is another program working with younger students. CC
students visit a local elementary school
once or twice a week to tutor children and
play games with them. Sign-up for Early
Scholars Training is blockly with no longterm commitment.
A CC chapter of Model United Nations
is looking for new members and growth.
Model UN is an active simulation involving
international relations; participants act as
representatives from countries around the

world and work through hypothetical scenarios. Current members hope to grow to
be able to travel and compete in conferences around the country. Additionally,
they hope to raise awareness on campus
for current international issues.
Skate Club was recently formed to
provide an outlet for those interested in
skateboarding. They will provide cars for
transportation to local skate parks and
are trying to build skating areas around
the CC campus for easier access. “It’s basically pick-up soccer for skateboarding,”
said avid skater and co-founder Stow
Miller.
Young Americans for Liberty is another newly-formed organization, seeking to
promote bipartisan discussion on campus and provide a space for those who
feel religiously or politically ostracized.
“We will be the first chapter here at CC

that represents libertarian views, American Conservative views, center-right
views, et cetera,” said Vice President Ian
O’Shaughnessy. “We feel that the political
climate here at CC can be fairly one-sided,
and we think democracy looks best when
you have multiple people debating multiple positions.”
The Spikeball Association of Colorado
College, or SACC, is in its second year running. The game of Spikeball involves two
teams of two players, who take turns trying
to hit a ball towards a horizontal, bouncy,
circular net that’s similar to a small trampoline. The goal of the game is to keep the
ball from hitting the ground during your
team’s possession. “It’s the greatest sport
on Earth,” remarked co-leader Natalie
Gubbay.
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Campus Responds to Recent Events of Racism
By ELLEN WEN
On Aug. 28, Colorado College President
Jill Teifenthaler sent out a letter to Colorado College students. The letter welcomed
former students back to campus, welcomed the Class of 2021, and celebrated
the new renovations on campus. Despite
the optimism of the new academic year,
Tiefenthaler also addressed recent events
in Charlottesville. “We watched as racism,
hate, and violence engulfed Charlottesville. The words and actions of white supremacists, neo-Nazis, and other bigots—
spouting hatred as they marched on the
lawn at the University of Virginia—an assault on the fundamental values of higher
education, the intellectual community of
which we are a part, and our shared humanity,” wrote Teifenthaler.
CCSGA and its newly established Inclusion Committee will be working closely
with the Butler center this year to address
incidents not only at CC, but also in the
Colorado Springs community. “We hope to
maintain an open dialogue… these things
simmer under the surface, tensions build
and build until they explode, that’s what
happened with Yik Yak. We want to counteract that,” said student body President
Dorsa Djalilzadeh. CCSGA stands in solidarity with the victims of Charlottesville.
It hopes to create forums to discuss events
around the nation, as well as events in the

Colorado College community concerning sations on Whiteness is affiliated with the
inclusivity and racism. CCSGA will be re- Butler Center and it aims to educate and
leasing an official statement on Charlot- encourage awareness among white altesville later this week. While Colorado lies. The events in Charlottesville gave a
College is a socially active campus, some- sense of urgency to their efforts. “The fotimes it is difficult to keep the momentum cus of our club is education, making white
on certain issues and movements. Keep- people comfortable talking about race and
ing an open dialogue and continuing to white supremacy, making them aware of
discuss these issues will hopefully miti- their own white privilege and how it exists
in everyday life, not just
gate this obstacle. “This
in the news,” said Brown.
is your home and this
Conversations of Whiteis your community. You
should never feel threatCCSGA stands in solidar- ness provides a space for
ened or feel unsafe,” said ity with the victims of Char- white people to talk about
the role of whiteness in
Djalilzadeh.
lottesville, and hopes to creracism. Eviva Khane, coThe student group
Conversations on White- ate forums to discuss events chair of Conversations on
ness is also responding around the nation, as well as Whiteness said, “It ties
to the violence in Char- events in the Colorado Col- racism to whiteness, so
lottesville by creating a lege community concerning often racism gets tied to
the bodies of people of
space for dialogue. So- inclusivity and racism.
color and not to the bodphia Brown, co-chair of
ies of white people.”
Conversations on WhiteThis year, the Butler
ness said, “People of
color have been telling everybody that this Center worked in two sessions on inclusivstuff was happening for a while now, but ity during the New Student Orientation, “A
nobody did anything…white people need Sense of Community: Building Solidarity.”
to talk to other white people… and serious- They advised a Student of Color Luncheon
ly consider these issues of white suprem- in collaboration with returning students of
acy and racism in this country right now, color, and sponsored the Annual Student
in all levels. Not just the super overt Nazis of Color Reception. The Butler Center is
in the street, but on every level.” Conver- currently working on plans to host screen-

ings, panels, discussions, and community
gatherings to promote education and support for inclusivity. Dr. Paul Buckley, Assistant Vice President and Director of the
Butler Center said, “Inclusivity is about
active and intentional engagement with
diversity in all its dimensions… our biggest challenges are always expressed in
our lack of trust for one another… at CC
we have the unique opportunity as an
intentional community to do more. Our
activism, sense of civic duty, and engagement always begins with ourselves as individuals and as a community.” The Butler
Center will continue to facilitate a healthy
community for people of color at Colorado
College, and it expects that white counterparts will learn to become allies. “Racism
has a way of isolating and dehumanizing
people of color, so it’s important to affirm
community as both a social and political
form of resistance,” Buckley said.
“This is not a time for grandstanding or
trying to make a name for ourselves, but to
remain committed to purposeful work and
to care for each other in a spirit of partnership and radical sharing. This is what equity demands. In fact, this is what community and humanity are at their core,” said
Buckley.

Sustainability Spotlight: Senior Cory Page
Works with Protect Our Winters
By KELSEY MAXWELL
This past summer, senior Cory Page interned at Protect Our Winters (POW). POW
is a small but influential non-profit organization based in Colorado that works to
mobilize the outdoor sporting community
against climate change. As an environmental policy major, Cory is passionate
about sustainable design, and has pursued
these interests at CC by getting involved
with the Office of Sustainability and the
Integrative Design Group. By working with
POW Cory learned just how complex it can
be to effectively mobilize communities,
companies, and politicians to fight for a
more sustainable future.
Kelsey Maxwell: Why are you passionate about sustainability?
Cory Page: I grew up in Atlanta, Georgia where the emphasis is not always on
the environment, but rather how the environment can serve us. Only when my family and I moved to Telluride seven years
ago did I realize my connection to my surroundings. Understanding my sense of
place served as my initial inspiration for
sustainability.
KM: What lead you to be interested
in pow?
CP: I have been following POW ever
since I moved to Telluride. They have a
huge presence in ski towns like Telluride,
so it has always been in the back of my
mind that I could one day be involved in
their efforts. In terms of how I actually got
the job, it required a lot of persistence and

trying to find the best way to get involved.

fight against climate change.

KM: What was your experience like
working at pow?

KM: In what ways do you believe the
organization could improve?

CP: I was the policy and operations
intern for POW. POW is working to put
a price on carbon nationwide because
they believe that that will drive emissions
down and also encourage renewable energy production.
My work spanned across three states:
Oregon, Vermont, and New York. I was
working to get ski resorts, major companies in the outdoor industry, and local
businesses to support ballot measures related to carbon pricing. In the fall, as legislation is being re-introduced, POW will
send a letter to Congress in the name of
close to 500 companies in Oregon and 100
companies in Vermont stating that they
support these measures. So I did a lot of
outreach which was very fun.

CP: POW is a staff of four people when
really they should have 40. But I feel like
this is the struggle of every non-profit. I
think that their biggest struggle going forward is how to grow their operations while
still accomplishing their policy agenda
goals, without compromising the integrity
of the donations they are receiving. I think
they do an amazing job compared to most
companies, something like 90 percent of
every dollar they receive goes straight into
the work that they are doing, so they are
only taking 10 percent off the top for operations and continued development of their
brand and salaries for employees. However, at the end of the day, climate groups are
outspent 20 to 1 in Washington by the fossil fuel industry. That is why POW’s principal goal is to encourage politicians to support progressive environmental platforms.
I think the practical approach they take to
fighting climate change is definitely the
strength of the organization.

KM: What were some of the most
valuable lessons you learned?
CP: I learned that even a small organization can have a large impact. POW recently introduced their CEO alliance, which is
a grouping of CEOs that are committed to
act on climate. The program doesn’t focus
on energy reductions or being “sustainable,” but rather on speaking out and encouraging politicians to act on climate. I
think this is something that needs to happen more in the US, and during this summer I was faced with the reality that this
political mobilization is essential in the
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KM: How has this summer internship experience impacted your plans
for your senior year and your career
goals?
CP: I’ve always had an inherent interest in architecture and design, and have
dedicated past summers to pursuing those
goals. However, I think deciding against
working in the design field this summer
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was probably the smartest decision I’ve
made for my career because now I have an
infinitely more clear understanding of my
career path. Being exposed to the perspective of an environmental group helped
me understand how I can apply what I’ve
learned as an environmental policy major
to my passions for design. While working
at POW I learned that small details like
webpage structure and infographic design
are essential to the success of environmental nonprofits.
KM: Is there anything that you
learned at pow that you would like
to bring to the sustainability community at CC?
CP: I think the biggest thing with POW
is that they would not exist without their
partner relations, resort alliances, CEO
alliances, and annual contributors. POW
has a very strong brand and a clear message so when you see that POW logo on a
shirt or a hat you immediately begin to associate whatever company or organization
is representing POW’s brand with progressive climate advocacy views.
So, in terms of my job with the sustainability office, I feel like our biggest challenge is bridging the gap not only between
students but between faculty, board members, and staff on how we begin to associate Colorado College with sustainability.
The library is an amazing start to our journey along that path but I think we have
a lot more to do if we want to brand ourselves as a sustainable liberal arts institution.
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Hundreds March to Protest Trump’s Plan to End DACA
Continued from the front page
-tion of immigrants, many accolades
seem to fall on deaf ears within the administration and in parts of the country.
It is these deaf ears that sparked protests
across the country following the administration’s decision to end DACA, and
those same ears that were met with a defiant chorus late this Tuesday in Colorado
Springs.
“Undocumented and unafraid!” rose
from a mass of nearly 200 people gathered
in Acacia Park. On stage stood core organizers Monica Perez, Nayda Benitez, and
Luis Antevana. The three passed back and
forth a microphone and delivered a news
conference in both English and Spanish,

imploring the Colorado Springs community to stand up on behalf of DACA recipients and their families.
“A three-month-old. How are you going
to hold her accountable?” organizer Monica Perez asked the crowd. The crowd in
turn stood in respectful silence, breaking
occasionally to affirm a speaker with loud
cheers. Three organizers, allies, a veteran,
a city council woman, and candidates for
house and the governorship each mounted the stage to declare their opposition to
ending DACA. Over the course of an hour,
the community vented current anger and
pledged lasting effort to defend DREAMers, standing behind organizers’ demands
to make Colorado Springs a sanctuary

city, for city council to defend DACA residents, for educators to protect their students, and for the city to create programs
promoting diversity and inclusion. After
the news conference, the rally took to the
streets.
Activists filled sidewalks with protest
signs as one chant after the other bounced
off the buildings of Tejon Street. Only
stopped by the occasional red light, the
activists made their way to Senator Cory
Gardner’s office. There were no staff
members in Gardner’s office but that did
not stop a series of DACA recipients from
taking to the bullhorn. Each shared stories
of their immigration to the U.S. as a young
child and described the reality of living a

life worthy of statistical praise. A mother
raised her son’s graduation robe high
above her head and asked the crowd to
defend her son. Cars occasionally honked
their affirmation from the street.
“I’m really glad of the outcome, it really
did show that there are a lot of us willing
to fight for what’s right,” said Perez.
The rally and march may have been filled
with energy, but the fight is far from won.
In phasing out DACA, the administration
has set aside the next six months for Congress to act. If Congress can pass legislation that extends the DACA program, or
create a more long-term solution, then the
800,000 DREAMers will once again have
futures grounded on American soil.

Photos By Anna Grigsby

In Memoriam: Delaney Utterback
By JACK BILBROUGH
Former KRCC station manager and CC
graduate, Delaney Utterback, died Aug.
24 at the age of 45. Utterback first worked
for KRCC through a work-study program
in 1993, advancing to the role of office
manager in 1998 and station manager in
2007. In 2015, he assumed the title of digital manager before leaving the station that
June.
Vicky Gregor, current Music Coordinator for KRCC, remembers Utterback for
his taste in music. “He was an amazing
DJ,” she reminisces, “whether live, on-air,
or built from the ground-up for a pre-produced specialty show. I have been in his
presence while he held a packed dance
floor in thrall for a sweat-drenched hour,
I have witnessed him build a set of music
of such beauty and fragility that there was
no choice but to weep. And rumor has it
that he once manipulated two turntables

and two CD players, simultaneously, live a Cubby the Bear head on and go have a
on-air, and made a new song. A very good respectable job, and that’s sort of where
I landed sociologically at the time, and it
one.”
Utterback also had a remarkable knack worked really well.”
He continued by recounting his favorite
for seeing the positive. He recounted his
parts of the job: “What
time as “Cubby the
a great juxtaposition it
Bear,” a Southern Colwas that there was this
orado radio mascot, in
Utterback’s transfor- Robert Smith hair death
an interview for KRCC
underneath
radio. “At the time I’m mative positivity spread rocker
Cubby the Bear, and
a DJ at the annex, I
beyond the realm of ra- that Cubby the Bear was
have this big mop of
dio, in ways both small this icon for all the chilRobert Smith spiky
dren of southern Coloblack hair that’s been
and large.
rado… But I got into it
crimped, and I look
after a while, you go to
like a complete freak, I
these appearances and
drive a car that’s been
you realize just how inspray painted, and I’m
pretty much the biggest outcast in the en- credibly happy you make some people so,
tire city. But, at the same time, I’m able put I got into it. I learned how to do the little
all of my hair up into one pony-tail and put Cubby dance.” Utterback’s transformative

positivity spread beyond the realm of radio, in ways both small and large.
Another of Vicky Gregor’s stories begins with Brussels sprouts, or rather her
loudly decrying them. She remembers
Utterback overhearing her repulsion, and
his insistence that “using their nutritional
value and interesting shapes to support
his stand,” he would change her mind. A
few days later, when Utterback brought
a bowl of Brussels sprouts to the station,
she couldn’t help but eat them all. “When
I asked him for his secret (Organic? Fresh
from the garden? Special blend of herbs?)
he laughed and, perhaps remembering
being the punk in a Cubby suit, said, “God
no… Cook ‘em in bacon grease!’”
Delaney’s memorial service was held at
Shove Chapel on Tuesday, Sept. 5.
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CAMPUS SAFETY
tive shooters. Thankfully, and I hope we
never see that, and the chances of that
happening here are infinitesimally small,
but we have to be prepared just in case
something like that happens, because
the time to figure something like that out
isn’t when it happens. Anyone who pays
attention to the news knows that school
violence seems to be on the rise, so that’s
the one thing I prepare for, have never had
to use, never expect to use, and hopefully
will never had to.
TK: One of my first calls when I was on
midnights was actually a suicidal ideations call. I hadn’t received any training
just yet, because I was brand new, but that
was eye-opening to see. I was relatively
young and [they were] close to my age,
which threw me a little bit. But we handled
the call, and that person was able to get
the help they needed.
As for the second part, I haven’t had
any other situations that I didn’t have the
training for. We had a bike theft at Slocum
one night, and the training I have had my
whole life allowed me to make a citizen’s
arrest and we got that bike thief arrested,
which was good, because you don’t really
ever get anyone arrested on scene.

Left: Campus Safety Officer Tyler Koski. Right: Campus Resource Officer Marty Toland.

Defining themselves as educators, rather
than the “party police,” this week, Campus Safety sat down with The Catalyst as
first semester gets into full-swing to paint
a full picture of a job that operates largely
behind the scenes.
Below, Marty Toland, fully-sworn CSPD
officer and Campus Resource Officer,
and Tyler Koski, Campus Safety Officer
and investigator of reports, discuss what
it means to be a part of Campus Safety,
their preparedness for the best and the
worst, and why they keep doing what they
do.
Interview by Samantha
Silverman/
Photos by Daniel
Sarché

The Catalyst: What’s the first CC
party story you’ll tell someone over
dinner?
Tyler Koski: I came from midnights, so
I was technically more involved with parties. One of the parties that stands out – I
won’t give the address – but it was last year
during last block… floor caved in… yeah.
They’ve since got their floor repaired. That
was a strange call to hear, “can you come
here? The floor is caved in.” Everyone left
after that.

TC: Define safety.
Marty Toland: For me, safety is a
couple of things. Now physical safety at a
minimum, but it goes beyond that. I want
people to be able to feel safe, do you know
what I mean? What I mean is to feel safe
to explore ideas, to express one’s own individuality. These are all important facets to
safety. It has to start with physical safety,
and as far as safety goes, it truly has to be
a collaborative effort, just with the sheer
amount of campus and us. So we find as
many people we can partner with so we
can get so we can get our message across.
That’s what I’m all for: physical safety, but
it’s beyond that. It’s emotional safety.
TK: We are here as sort of a liaison if you
guys ever need to get in touch with counseling during regular or after hours or any
needs students might require. So it’s a
broader term.

MT: We know that college is a lot of
people’s time away from the familiar. All
of a sudden, you have people thrust into
cultures different from themselves, and
everyone has varying degrees of how they
adapt.

TC: For a Campus Safety officer on
duty, what does your ideal weekend
at CC look like?
MT: My ideal night is first of all, where
nobody is hurt, first and foremost. But also
to interact with the students in a variety
of situations, because everything is situational and everything is fluid. The more
chances I have to interact with students
and the campus community as a whole –
but specifically the students – in a variety
of situations, I can kind of humanize myself and have people get to know me rather
than just a police officer. That would be
my ideal shift, no matter what shape that
would take; positive interactions.

TC: What, do you believe, is the most
common misconception students have
of Campus Safety?
MT: If I can just take a part of that and
say police. I think the biggest misconception – as far as me personally – is maybe
that we are just here to bust them. That we
are just waiting for them to party too loud
or drink too much and make a mistake, or
whatever. I want to make sure every interaction is 1, a positive interaction, and 2, a
teaching moment. It’s no secret that we’ve
had a lot of problems— we’re talking nation wide in the past year or two – with
police shootings and officers, and these
need to be looked at critically, without a
doubt. With police work, we need to be
scrutinized and be held to a high standard,
but I would also like people to understand
that while these situations have happened
with police work, it’s hard for me to comment, because the preconceived idea to
bust people is not out our philosophy or
why I’m here. It’s truly to keep people safe,
to educate, and to interact. So that misconception is the one I would like to break
down the most.
TK: As for really all of campus safety –
except for Marty – we are not sworn officers. We are not police, we are not armed,
we do not wear vests. The most I can do is
throw keys at someone or my radio. We’re

here for everybody at the college to ensure
there is a safe environment, that they can
come here and not have to worry about
something happening

TC: Give one piece of advice to the
freshman class.
TK: If you have a bike, register it with
Campus Safety and use a U-lock. We’ve
had about three or four [thefts] in the past
month, and they were all cable-locked.
MT: We’re hoping to get in the Catalyst
on this one, but the U-lock is so important. We’re doing our best to campaign, to
patrol, but they’re all cable locks, which
you can cut through so easily. I hate to
see a student deprived of something that’s
theirs – or even anyone, because it’s their
property.
The other thing would be involved with
the alcohol and the partying. I get it,
you’re at college. It’s a brand new vista
opened up.
TK: Know your limits.
MT: Know your limits. It’s still illegal to
drink if you’re under 21, and I have to say
that because it’s the truth. But just be careful. Be careful of your limits, keep somebody with you; there’s a lot that goes with
alcohol safety and partying responsibly.
I have a whole subject on it I’m going to
go around to all the residence halls giving
talks. There are so many people— not just
at this college, but at colleges across the
country— where I’ve seen horrible things
happen where somebody drank too much
and made horrible decisions. There’s just
a lot of negative things that can come from
excessive drinking. Sometimes you have to
do the brave thing and not cave into peer
pressure
TK: Make an intelligent decision. You
guys made it to CC. You’re intelligent.

TC: Is there any piece of training
you have but have never had to use,
and are there any situations for
which you didn’t feel fully prepared?
MT: I would say I’ve been prepared for
everything I’ve encountered. Thankfully,
the one thing I’m prepared for but have
never had to use my training for is for ac-

TC: Describe your job as a movie title.
MT: “Tales of the Unexpected”, how’s
that? No, “It’s a Wonderful Life”. Let’s go
with that, go way back in time.
TK: See, I’m usually behind the computer a lot doing video footage, so I can’t
think of any movies about that… sitting
and watching videos. It’s definitely not
“The Ring”, that’s a terrible movie. I don’t
know, it’s a hard question. Can you think
of any movies that would be like that?
“The Titanic?”
MT: I mean, it’s fantastic here. There
are days of frustration, but that’s just life.
Overall, it’s just been great. It’s a wonderful life.
TK: When I was on midnights we’d call
ourselves the Night’s Watch from “Game
of Thrones.”

TC: What’s next?
MT: In my opinion, it’s the continued
education throughout the whole college
environment – as far as students, faculty,
and staff – on ways they can be safe all the
time. Safe in their belongings, safe when
they move off-campus, safe in their properties, everything that safety entails. The
more education, the more buy-in, the better. Because as you said, every year you
have a class graduating. Every year you
have a new group coming into this environment, so it’s something that’s continual. So I would say what’s next is continued
education from everybody on this campus
TK: The constant improvement in the
relationship between the campus community and campus safety so everyone’s sort
of working harmoniously together.

Campus Safety

Contact Information
Non-emergency

719-389-6707
Emergency

719-389-6911
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Gubernatorial Candidates Take Political Temperature of
State at Saturday Candidates Forum
Continued from the front page
-crats Sophia Brown said, “The planning
for this event began with El Paso County
Democratic Party Chair Electra Johnson…
the parties were not contacted on the
same timeline.” Brown added, “The original plan was to hold a bipartisan forum
with primary candidates from both the
Republican and Democratic Parties.” Yet,
CC has no counterpart to the CC Dems
so the onus of planning bipartisan events
falls solely on the CC Dems making things
difficult.
Partisan as it may have been, the event
provided an outlet to hear from a large selection of Democrats. Ginsburg and Kennedy spoke with The Catalyst regarding
their travels around the state in preparation for the gubernatorial race.
Kennedy has been traveling to communities around the state for nearly half the
year in advance of announcing her candidacy, which in her words, meant “talking
to people about issues in their communities, really hearing their stories.”
Asked specifically about the 18-24 yearold demographic in advance of the midterm elections, Kennedy had this to say,
“To have the voice of this age group is critically important in our electoral process,”
she paused before adding, “we’re not going to elect good candidates if this age
group doesn’t stay active and involved.”
When asked the same question, Ginsburg responded, “I would like to see 1824 year olds vote in higher numbers than
they have been in this state. I believe, because of what’s going on in this country
that more will,” adding, “My hope is that

kids will not just listen to what we say but
research what we say, research what we’ve
done so they may be more informed.”
Ginsburg continued, “I mean, I know my
own mom, she’ll send me stuff. And I’ll
say ‘Mom, this is not true. Here’s the references from Snopes or wherever…’ but I
think your generation [is] more attuned to
the fact that you just can’t take it at face
value. So, we need that demographic and
I hope that they’re activated, I hope that
they show up, I hope that they’re pushing
back …”

that progress. So rural communities across
our state, people that are working in the
service economy, people who are working
at minimum wage are really struggling to
get ahead in this economy.”
Ginsburg also brought up the disconnect between Colorado’s urban centers
and rural communities, saying, “I would
say [it is] disheartening that there is a disconnect between our urban centers and
rural parts of Colorado, that’s the bad
news. The good news is, it’s not that our
goals our different. Everybody wants to

Partisan as it may have been, the event provided an outlet to hear from a large selection
of Democrats.
When asked about what she’d been
hearing from Coloradans in her travels
Kennedy emphasized a narrative of affordability: affordability of healthcare,
higher education, and housing. Accompanying the inquisition for affordability she
noted a current of anxiety around growth,
saying, “But, we really have challenges in
Colorado where we’ve had tremendous
growth and economic progress on the
Front Range, particularly in the metro
area, but not everybody is benefiting from

educate their kids, have a good job, ensure
that there’s good healthcare for them, that
there’s roads that they can drive on.”
Ginsburg underscored, “The debate
isn’t about that. The debate is that we
don’t trust each other. And trust starts
with communication. Once you communicate you build trust, once you build trust
you can build plans, once you have a plan
you can get consensus and move forward.
I think that in this state we have not been
bridging that divide.”

Asked what their biggest perceived challenge was in their race for Governor of
Colorado both emphasized the amount
of travel over the course of the next year.
Ginsburg added, “I’ve got a lot of work to
do. I’m not a sitting congressman, I didn’t
serve in the State Senate, but my mix of
business and communal civic leadership
is a balance that is important. And, frankly, the authentic nature of what I’ve done
over the years, speaks to who I am. If I can
get that across, I can win. But, I have to do
a lot of work to introduce myself across
our state, that’s the challenge.”
Kennedy noted the same challenge, as
her biggest perceived hurdle in the Governor’s race. Both candidates balked at
the recent status quo of Washington, acknowledging that voters they’ve talked to
in the State are scared of what’s happening. Yet both gubernatorial candidates
emphasized that there was more energy in
Colorado politics than there is disheartenment on behalf of voters.
Kennedy, outside taking a brief respite
before giving here remarks, spoke to the
political mood of the state as bells tolled
from Shove Chapel saying, “[Voters] want
to see leadership in the Capitol that will
stand up to the erosion of those protections coming out of Washington…People
are proud of our state. They’re proud of
what Colorado has become and they want
to see a Governor position Colorado as a
national model, as a national leader.”

Arts and Crafts Studio Fired Up for New School Year
By AMELIA MERCHANT
As students settle in to life on campus
for the ‘17-18 school year, the Arts and
Crafts studio is firing up as well. Located
in the basement of Worner, the Arts and
Crafts Studio provides a creative escape
for Colorado College students. Many students join classes in the studio to continue
a hobby they picked up in high school or
to try something entirely new. Students
have been streaming into the studio in the
last week and have already begun attending classes—weaving textiles, throwing
clay, and crafting jewelry.
A three-person department, the studio
offers classes in ceramics, stained glass,
jewelry, screen-printing, weaving and
much more. Each class meets twice a week
for two hours and costs $20 per block or
$60 per semester for open studio. This
price includes all of the materials associated with the class. While some classes
such as felting are offered intermittently
depending on who is available to teach,
most are regular. All classes are studenttaught except for one ceramics class

taught by Greg Marshall and one weaving
class taught by Jeanne Steiner, the head of
Arts and Crafts.
Greg Marshall, in his 18th year teaching
ceramics at CC, said the purpose of the
studio is “to offer a place where students
can come and relax and take a break from
their academic class without the pressure
of competing for a grade.”
Since the recent merger between CC and
the Fine Arts Center (FAC), it is undetermined what the relationship between the
Bemis School of Arts and the CC Arts &
Crafts studio will be. Marshall is looking
forward to the merger. “Eventually students may be able to take classes there
or have open studios available,” Marshall
said. “They are community-based so they
have a different structure. I’m not sure
how we are eventually going to merge
it… Bemis is on the back-burner for now,”
Marshall said. As far as ceramics goes, Bemis has a larger facility with more wheels
and a wider variety of glazes and types of
clay. Additionally, CC would be able to

take advantage of the merger as a community enrichment program, since all
the classes provided at the FAC are
community-based.
“There’s been talk about offering life
drawing sessions in Bemis because
that’s something that Bemis likes to
offer, but sometimes they can’t get
enough community people to participate to make it worthwhile,” Marshall
explained. “The art department here
is always looking to have life drawings
sessions for the art majors. So that’s a
way that they can combine and benefit
both CC and Bemis.”
The future for the union of the CC
Arts and Crafts studio and the Bemis
School of Arts is bright, with a possible
collaboration on the horizon. Meanwhile, CC students continue to enjoy
all the creative opportunities the Arts
and Crafts studio has to offer.

Photo Courtesy of Catalyst Archives

Left: Weaving class student junior Lindsay Richardson works on a scarf. Below: Student claywork on display in
the Arts and Crafts Studio in downstairs Worner Center. Photos by Anna Grigsby
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Opening the Women’s Soccer Season:
Fresh Talent and Solid Leadership
By Cole Thompson

Photo Courtesy of Charlie Lengal
The Colorado College women’s soccer
team has begun their 34th season of
Division I soccer and their fourth season
in the Mountain West Division. Coming
off an 8-11-0 overall record and a 4-7-0 in
the Mountain West last season, the Tigers
are heading into this new season hungry
to show off new talent.
“I think this year’s team has more depth
and talent than previous years,” said
senior Anne-Sophie Lapointe, one of the
team captains. “Everyone can play at a
competitive level, which allows us to win
as a team and not rely on one particular
player to do all the work.” The Tigers are
returning 15 players and eight starters
from last season. In addition, the team
is gaining nine newcomers, who include
eight first-years and New Zealand native,

Johanna Hamblett, who started all 18
games as a first-year at Mississippi State
last season.
Eight sophomores and eight first-years
make for the second youngest team in
head coach Geoff Bennett’s 14-year career
at Colorado College. “The team has been
very welcoming to me and all of the other
freshmen,” said first-year Camille Weaver.
“Everyone is very hardworking, focused
on becoming better soccer players and a
better team. They are also very fun and
energetic which keeps a good balance to
practice every day!”
Despite the young squad, the team
has high expectations for the incoming
season. “For my last season as a Tiger, I
would love—and will do anything—to
win our conference and get a ring!” said

Lapointe. “We have all the tools to get
the job done and if our four captains can
get people to believe in our team [as we
believe in ourselves], then we can have a
great season and exceed expectations.”
As of this week, the Tigers are currently
1-3-0 overall and are four games into their
non-conference schedule, which consists
of eight games. The team lost their season
opener on Stewart Field to the University
of Northern Colorado on Aug. 18. On Aug.
23, the Tigers traveled north where they
suffered a narrow defeat against No. 25,
University of Colorado Boulder. However,
on Aug. 24, the Tigers returned home
and defeated the University of Albany
2-1. First-years Camille Weaver and Riley
Prillwitz both scored goals for the team.
Last Friday, the Tigers went on the road

again to Kansas where they fought hard,
but ended up losing 0-2.
Despite their mixed record at the
moment, the team is optimistic for the
rest of the season. “Everyone works really
hard, so in the few short weeks of playing
we’ve already grown and progressed as
a team immensely,” said Prillwitz. “It’s a
really fun family environment that makes
me want to play my hardest and take
risks during games. I really hope that we
are able to make it to the Mountain West
tournament in Vegas at the end of the
season.”
The Tigers go head-to-head with
University of South Dakota tonight on
Washburn field at 6 p.m., so head over
to our home field to show our only D1
women’s sport some love!

Get to Know Sophomore Caitlin Laurence: Women’s Volleyball Rising Star
By Claire Tobin

Photo Courtesy of CC Athletics

Caitlin Laurence is a defensive specialist
libero for the Colorado College volleyball
team. A libero is a player who has unique
defensive skills. The libero wears a
different jersey color than the rest of
the team and is the only player who can
sub in without notifying the officals. The
livero is always chosen before matches or
tournaments and remains the only libero
for the entire duration of play.
Before attending CC, Laurence started off
as an outside hitter, but upon recruitment
she realized she was too short to play in
the front row. Last year when Laurence
was a freshman, she played in 23 matches
for a total of 53 sets. She earned 32 digs,
eight service aces, and four assists.
The most recent tournament for the
Tigers was very successful, with Colorado
College winning all four games, starting
their season off 4-0. According to
Laurence, “The team lost some sets we
shouldn’t have lost, but we responded
really well to the losses and came back to

win the game.”
Laurence attributed the sweeping wins
to how close the team is. “Everyone on the
team does their best to take care of each
other,” she said. There is a strong bond
between the players as soon as the season
starts because the team takes a preseason
trip to the CC Cabin, and every three years
they take a trip to the Caribbean together.
These trips help bring the team closer
and foster friendly relationships between
teammates.
Laurence is originally from Davey, Fla.,
and has had some issues adjusting to
the cold in Colorado. “At first I loved the
cold and thought the snow was so cool,”
Laurence said. “But five minutes into it I
got super cold and was over it.”
Laurence loves playing beach volleyball,
which is one thing she misses about home.
Volleyball has been part of Laurence’s life
since middle school. In middle school
she played softball, but quickly took up
volleyball when her neighborhood friends

began playing. Intramural volleyball
helped Laurence develop a love for the
sport and gave her a competitive spirit.
One thing Laurence loves about
Colorado College is “how genuine all the
people here are.” She feels that everyone
at Colorado College is down to earth,
kind, and willing to help. With the block
plan moving so quickly, there can be little
room for error, and Laurence feels that
students and professors are more than
willing to extend a hand. A piece of advice
she has for incoming freshmen is to have
resilience. “At some point you’ll have a
really tough block and it’s important to
remember it will be over soon,” Laurence
said. “Just push through.”
Though at times it can be difficult to
balance the life of a collegiate athlete,
student, and friend, Laurence adores
volleyball, her team, and the love they
bring every day.
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Hot Take: First-Year Athletes Hard to
Spot This Year
By Sam Mathai

Conversations by Candlelight
Every week, senior Sam Mathai sits
down with a new CC athlete, coach,
or trainer and gets intimate about
athletics
Concerned students all across campus
are having a hard time identifying the new
additions to our varsity sports teams this
year. I found our peers in various states of
panic and worry over the topic.
“I mean, if it weren’t for their pastel
shorts, backwards hats (preferably also
in a nice shade of Nantucket red), high
school lacrosse jackets and brand new
Nikes, it would be impossible for me to
tell who the freshman lacrosse players
are,” a fellow student told me. In their
doubt and their confusion, they forgot to
give me a name by which to credit them,
but they seemed sincere.
Students added that it would be
impossible to track down freshman
athletes if it weren’t for the fact that they
moved in packs across campus. Like herds
of entitled meerkats, they shuffle around
Worner, El Pomar, and the quads cautious
and wide-eyed.
“Would you be able to tell me who
the soccer freshmen are?” I asked a
passerby, as I pondered this on a bench
by myself. They ignored my question
entirely, but their wide-eyed look of
shock and confusion at my presence
gave me everything I needed to know. I

understood; there are no dead giveaways
this year.
If you look past the soccer shorts, soccer
shirts, soccer hoodies, and the look of ‘I
just came from soccer practice,’ the new
soccer stars could be anyone.
Of course, this would be the appropriate
time to mention that the women’s soccer
first-years in particular are shining this
year. I would interview Camille Weaver
and Riley Prillwitz about their goals in the
Albany game that propelled the Tigers to
victory, but I couldn’t find them. It was
like they had donned their Carhartt pants
and Birkenstocks—they blended in so
well I was unable to tell them apart from
the cheery multitude that is the student
body of Colorado College.
What can we do to fix this? How we can
we allow our student athletes to stand
out from the rest of the student body that
they mix so well with? “If only they had
some kind of identifying mark. What if we
got them all backpacks or something?” a
student suggested to me.
“Are you kidding me? Would the school
really do that to athletes? Just give them
a backpack or something that makes
sure everyone knows they play a sport?”
I usually try to hide my skepticism, but
perhaps that response wasn’t my best
effort.
Sure, backpacks plastered with athletic
logos might stand out against the climbing
packs dusted with chalk or the Patagonia
bags fresh off the store shelf, but it doesn’t
seem like something the school would do.
So for now, the freshman athletes remain
mysterious. Keep your eyes peeled for any
articles of clothing that seem obviously
sporty, any facial expressions that
suggest one is exhausted from practice,
and most certainly keep your nose keen
for any unusual smells that often come
from athletes (men’s lacrosse is the most
pungent.) The first-year athletes may be
blending in, but don’t ever forget, they
walk among us.

Photo Courtesy of Charlie Lengal

Men’s Soccer Starts the Season Off
Strong and Hungry
By Zack Glosser

The Colorado College men’s soccer
team played their first two games of the
regular season in Iowa this past weekend.
The team welcomed eight freshmen as
well as one sophomore transfer.
Friday in Decorah, Iowa was a great
day for the Tigers. The Luther College
Norses were ranked 23rd in the nation,
but that did not stop these unranked CC
Tigers. The team came out with a fast
start—junior Griffin Wesley scored his
first collegiate goal with a header off of
a corner kick. Junior Robert Malone had
the second goal of the game when he
snuck the ball in the near post following
a knock-down by senior Tim Huettel
from the corner.
In the second half, Luther College
came out strong and scored early on
a free kick. The Tigers battled hard to

maintain the lead for the remainder of
the game. A combination of former first
team All-American senior Theo Hooker’s
crucial saves and juniors Henry Schuler
and Wesley’s great performance led to
the Tigers’ 2-1 win against this tough
opponent.
The Tigers played again on Saturday
against Wartburg College. The Tigers
dominated possession throughout the
game, but the Knights scored in the final
two minutes, which unfortunately led to
the Tigers’ 0-1 defeat. Despite leaving
Iowa 1-1, the energy from the Tigers was
apparent throughout the game, especially
from sophomores Hayden Cogswell and
Aidan Longhurst. The Tigers are clearly
hungry, and will be playing the University
of Dallas at home today, Sept. 8, at 3p.m.
Keep up the great work, Tigers!

Photo Courtesy of Charlie Lengal

CURRENT RECORDS...
Men’s Soccer: 1-1
Women’s Soccer: 1-3-0
Volleyball 4-0

TODAY ON CAMPUS...
Men’s Soccer vs. University of
Dallas at 3 p.m.
Women’s Soccer vs. University of
South Dakota at 6 p.m.

Volleyball vs. Lake Forest College
at 1 p.m.

Active Life
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Building an Outdoor Foundation Through FOOT
By Haley Colgate

Photos by Sarah Laico

Before coming to Colorado College, I
had never met someone who had gone
backpacking. I had no idea NOLS (National
Outdoor Leadership School) or HMI (High
Mountain Institute) existed. I had been car
camping, and I thought that was as extreme
as it got. When I arrived on campus, this
illusion changed. During my Priddy trip, I
realized how woefully behind I was when
it came to truly experiencing the outdoors
as fellow trippees discussed the adventures
they had gone on and the experiences they
had had. I felt that I could not become truly
involved in the outdoor culture surrounding
CC when I couldn’t even understand the
jargon many students use. Other classmates
expressed similar concerns.
Luckily, the ORC exists. The Outdoor
Recreation Committee strives to allow
any and all students of Colorado College

to explore and enjoy the outdoors. This
process begins when every incoming firstyear arrives on campus and is sent out a few
days later on a Priddy trip, meant to kickstart the development of their sense of place
and community. Many students are placed
in situations that are new and different,
forcing them to develop new skills and
consider new ways of looking at the world.
Trippees learn everything from how to put a
sleeping bag back in a stuff sack, to how to
cook on a Whisper Lite stove. For some, the
trip is a full introduction to camping.
Many first-years then continue on and
participate in a FOOT trip during First Block
break. Standing for First-year Outdoor
Orientation Trip, FOOT trips are typically
backpacking-focused, though there is also
a rafting trip this year. FOOT trips provide
an opportunity for first-years to learn and

experience new things, while sharing what
they already know. This creates a base of
knowledge for the new class to work from as
they move through the ORC and the outdoor
community. This knowledge base greatly
increases the chances that, on any given
trip, at least a few of the trippees will have
some idea of what is happening. In turn, this
makes future trips much easier to execute.
FOOT trips also serve as a microcosm of
ORC culture where trippees act as both
students and teachers, collaborating
as they work to make the trips a great
experience. This collaboration is reflected
in ORC leader trainings where everyone
contributes from their own experience.
Leaders with less of a background in the
outdoors offer perspective and insight on
how to make trips more approachable and
inclusive for less-experienced trippees.

Leaders with more experience teach skills
and offer their expertise. This approach
promotes inclusivity. Regardless of where
you are coming from, you have something to
contribute.
The ORC allows students with no prior
outdoor knowledge to delve into the
outdoors and learn the skills they need
so they can eventually create trips of their
own. The ORC asks that participants engage
with and help each other, because everyone
knows something of value. By providing
scholarships and reasonable prices for gear
rentals, the ORC aims to reduce the financial
burden that playing in the outdoors can
present, thus furthering their goal to be
come more inclusive. They know you’ve got
to start somewhere, and they’re there to help
when you do. First-years: sign up for FOOT
and see where it takes you.
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Taste the Great Outdoors with the New Ahlberg Gear House
By Melanie Mandell
For over 13 years, the Outdoor Education
Center (OEC) has been providing the
students of Colorado College with ample,
affordable opportunities to explore the great
outdoors, and their services just became
even more accessible with the grand
opening of the new and improved Ahlberg
Gear House on Sept. 4.
Previously located in the basement of the
OEC on Nevada Avenue, the updated Gear
House has been given its own space on the
Yampa side of the OEC, called “The Annex.”
Upon first glance, one might not notice this
new addition—it was designed to blend
with the OEC seamlessly—but it’s definitely
worth a visit.
Personally, I had always known there was a
Gear House located somewhere on campus,
but I never took the time to visit. Those who
did take the time to visit, unlike me, were
confused as to where to go and felt they
were in the wrong place upon entering the
OEC basement. However, the new facility
fosters a much more welcoming, accessible
vibe; I could not help but feel overjoyed by
the number of opportunities available to
me and my peers. The walls are lined with
countless sleeping bags, sleeping pads,
backpacking backpacks, outerwear, and

kayaks available to rent at little to no cost.
“The goal of the Gear House is not to
make a profit,” said Rachael Abler, Outdoor
Education Specialist at the OEC. “We just
want people to get outside, and the college
supports us so well that we don’t need to
make money back.”
In fact, the Ahlberg Gear House simply
seeks to be an inexpensive way for students
to access the outdoors through the four R's:
Resource, Rental, Repair, and Retail.
As far as repair goes, the Gear House
has given a new home to the bike co-op,
previously located in an unheated garage by
Tutt Library. Now located inside the front
of the Annex, the newly named “Co-Op:
Bike & Ski” is open every Monday-Thursday
from 3-5p.m. and provides students with
a place to maintain their bikes and skis.
Knowledgeable students are employed
through the OEC and are on staff to assist
or oversee the maintenance that students
conduct, as part of the “resource” R.
The final R (retail) will hopefully be
implemented by the start of second block.
“The Gear House is partnering with
Mountain Chalet in order to give students
access to outdoor supplies that we aren’t
able to rent out to them,” said Abler. “There

will be a big discount on all of the items for
sale.” These include, but are not limited to:
water bottles, headlamps, eating utensils,
soaps, compasses, and even avalanche
probes.
As for the basement of the OEC, Abler and
her colleagues hope to have an Outdoor
Education lounge up and running by the
start of second block. This space could be
used for planning trips, doing homework, or
just hanging out.
Given the size of CC, the Gear House has
an incredible array of gear for students,
staff, and their families to rent. If you don’t
believe how cheap the gear is, check out the
Gear House page on the school website. For
daily rentals, nothing will cost you more
than $10, and most items are between $1
and $4.
“It’s my hope that all students know about
the vast wealth of knowledge available
through the Outdoor Education Center,”
said Abler. “We are so excited to help people
get outside—whether that’s by answering
their questions or by helping them get
the right gear to go out and explore, we’re
always happy to help.”

Photos by Melanie Mandell

Developments in Environmental Policy Under the Trump
Administration
By Griffin Mansi
Donald J. Trump has been in office for
231 days. These days have been filled
with Twitter fights, awkward handshakes,
failed bills, and 43 executive orders. One
executive order was Trump’s decision to
back out of the Paris Climate Agreement,
an international commitment to take steps
to reduce climate change. In doing so, the
United States became one of only three
countries to oppose the act. The executive
decision initially garnered substantial
news coverage; however, due to the short
attention span of today’s 24-hour news
cycle, the environmental coverage soon
disappeared in light of other polarizing
governmental actions. Given this constant
shift in the attention of the news media and
the government itself, it is not clear what
the environmental policy of the Trump
Administration even entails.
During his campaign, Donald Trump often
characterized environmental policy as an
impediment to business. His administration
estimates that US coal and oil reserves
could be worth as much a $50 trillion. This
sentiment and belief is shared by Trump’s
choices for key environmental cabinet
appointments. He appointed Rick Perry,
former Texas Governor and an oil and
gas executive, to the position of Secretary
of Energy. Trump’s pick for head of the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),

Scott Pruitt, is a climate change denier. And
finally, Congressman Ryan Zinke, Secretary
of Interior, is an advocate for mining on
federal lands. These appointments have
allowed—or, perhaps more accurately,
encouraged and convinced—Trump to
implement
regressive
environmental
policies.
One of the Trump Administration’s first
actions in office was the America First
Energy Plan. The plan makes no mention
of renewable resources and has a heavy
emphasis on coal despite reports by the
Natural Resources Defense Council showing
that coal consumption has declined by 20
percent over the past decade. This is due in
large part to growth in the natural gas and
renewable energy sectors.
In an effort to cut government spending,
the Trump Administration has also proposed
budget cuts to multiple environmental
programs. In March, the administration
announced plans to cut the EPA budget by
31 percent. In May, Congress approved the
budget for the 2017-2018 fiscal year, cutting
the entire budget by only 1 percent. However,
Republicans said cuts in the 2018-2019
fiscal year will be much larger. Trump’s 2018
budget proposal also cuts the Department of
Interior funding by $1.5 billion.
In order to combat these sweeping changes,
many politicians are simply not following the

environmental policy of the commanderin-chief. After the U.S. withdrawal from the
Paris Agreement, Hawaii independently
committed itself to goals outlined in the
agreement. Shortly thereafter, California,
New York, and Washington formed the
United States Climate Alliance to continue
to support the climate accord. The alliance
has grown to include 10 more states, and
it has the support of multiple mayors and
businesses. On the local level, individuals
have continued to show their support for
organizations that take measures to reduce
our environmental impact.
Here at Colorado College, in a community
of outdoor and environmental enthusiasts, it
is important that we show our commitment
to reduce climate change. Register your
room as green-certified, be sure to dispose
of waste properly, and ride your bike or walk
to downtown destinations. More broadly,
volunteer for organizations that help protect
the spaces you know and love, such as the
Rocky Mountain Field Institute and Pikes
Peak Climber Alliance. Go to the State of the
Rockies lectures to educate yourself about
environmental issues, and write to your local
and state government with your concerns.
It is only through both individual and
communal commitment that we may effect
change despite the Trump Administration’s
regressive environmental actions.

Photo Courtesy of the Catalyst Archives
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Venturing Beyond the Swipe
Mornings at Ivywild: A Brunch for Your Buck
By BECCA STINE

photo by aaron cronin

You wake up on a Saturday or Sunday
morning hungry and likely hungover. Rastall
sounds easy; you know it won't be more than
a 10 minute walk from any point on campus,
and all you need is a swipe. How much does
that swipe cost, though? At Ivywild, everything on the breakfast menu is under $10
and is made with fresh, specially-prepared
food.
Unlike Rastall, where a long line usually
builds from the unopened doors on weekend mornings, there is little-to-no wait at
Ivywild, even on a busy Saturday morning. I
stood for just five minutes in a short line at
the pastry bar where I ordered my breakfast,
the "Caprese-Avocado Breakfast Special."
For only $5.50, it consisted of one avocado split on two pieces of sourdough toast,
topped with tomatoes, mozzarella, balsamic
reduction, and basil.
The combination of warm homemade
toast, ripe avocado, cool tomatoes, and decadent mozzarella brought a level of freshness
that Rastall just can't compete with. The balsamic reduction that decorated the surfaces
of elevated the dish to the feel of $20 delicacy. If that doesn't sound satisfying enough,
the Old School Bakery breakfast menu also
offers breakfast sandwiches, french toast,
varied breakfast plates, benedicts, omelets,
potato bowls, and shareables – and not one
item from this selection exceeds a $10 cost.
To accompany my Caprese-Avocado Special, I ordered the Fried Avocados. They
mimicked a kind of potato wedge, served
with honey sriracha and cucumber ranch
dips from the "shareables" section of the
menu. The portions are just large enough to
leave you full without the same kind of immobility experienced after a Rastall brunch.
"[At] Rastall brunch you're bound to overeat," said Colorado College senior Ivy Wappler, "and you're bound to over capacitate
yourself for the rest of the day and go back to
bed." Many have referred to this as the "PostRastall Food Coma."
Built in 1916, Ivywild was initially an elementary school. Upon its closing in 2009,

plans were made to move the 18-year-old
Bristol Brewery into the space, along with a
bakery, espresso/cocktail bar, delicatessen,
and office space. The Old School Bakery is
open from 7 a.m. – 8 p.m., offering both fresh
bread and pastries that rest in the window
display, as well as full breakfast and lunch
meals. They also offer a comprehensive list
of coffee options, including cold brew coffee
from all around the world.
There is both indoor and outdoor seating,
and customers are expected to seat themselves. The outside area consists of a long,
extended porch that gives a subtle countryclub vibe. "There's enough space, compared
to Rastall, which is an incredibly crowded,
overwhelming social event," said Wappler.
At Ivywild, you can enjoy brunch among
other young people, families, and older couples, allowing you to witness and become a
part of the greater Colorado Springs community just by eating delicious food.
The website reads, "[Ivywild is] a virtual
and literal hotspot of activity throughout the
day, Ivywild is always full of energy. Whether
it’s bakers baking fresh bread and pastries
in the morning, friends meeting for coffee
or craft-brewed beer over lunch, gardeners
harvesting the fruits of the season, or people
gathering for a small concert or film in the
former gym."
Colorado College is its own kind of hub for
events, community building, performance,
and learning; however, it is easy to forget
that just down the road, another lively and
inspired community sits waiting. "The vibe is
special," Wappler said, "It's very much that
you're not at CC."
Who can resist fresh produce, a sunny,
spacious porch, and an escape from the chaos of campus? "I like having a social brunch,"
said Wappler, "but I also like curating a small
group of people to have that with, instead of
having to encounter everyone I know." Not
only does Ivywild create an opportunity for
intentionality in who you spend time with
at CC, but it also creates a shared space with
the greater Colorado Springs community.

photo courtesy of Ivywild
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Future: A Lean-Drinking, Chart-Topping Franchise
By SAM IMHOFF
By now the refrain to the song “Mask Off” has become a meme, its own caricature of facile
trap lyricism. Over a flute sample, Future raps, “Percocet, Molly, Percocet. Percocet, Molly,
Percocet.” Critics say, “all he’s doing is rapping drug names.” Fans respond, “So what?”
The song is wildly successful with even more plays on
Spotify than “Jumpman.” Evidently, people don’t mind simplicity or the lack of subtlety in some of Future’s music. They
like his hard-hitting beats, fun lyrics, and brazen, unapologetic style. This is evident from Future’s albums "HNDRXX"
and the self-titled Future topping the charts one week after
the next – a world first. How did this rapper rocket to fame?
Many like his lyrics and his story is fairly straightforward.
But how to interpret Future as a phenomenon is more complicated.
Future’s 2015 album, DS2, defines him as an artist: intransigent in his drug-filled, partying ways. The second track, “I
Serve The Base,” is so titled to promise fans that his music
is for them, not for critics, nor a more radio-friendly, mainstream audience.
In a similar vein, the title also means that he deals freebase cocaine. As the track gathers momentum he raps,
“They tried to turn me into a popstar and they made a monster,” and the strident, distorted Metro Boomin beat abets
the message with thumping 808s and grimy synths.
Cartoon by lo wall
The title of the album is an acronym for "Dirty Sprite" —
a recreational drug concoction, also known as "lean," made by mixing cocaine syrup with
sprite . DS2’s album art depicts purple dye swirling in plumes and dispersing through a clear
liquid, a creative representation of the title. Uncompromising and lewd, DS2 remains Future’s most successful album, and without apology the tracks celebrate Future’s lifestyle: opiates, weed, booze, women, but mostly opiates.
You can hear the opiates' influence not only in the lyricism - he raps about lean in nearly
every song – but also in his signature “mumbling” voice. He raps with the exasperated, le-

thargic bliss of a man who is high on opiates and doesn’t care to hide the fact.
Though the decision to release two albums back to back was probably more of a business
ploy than spontaneous artistry, "HNDRXX" and Future are strong releases with distinctive
character. Future, released February 17 of this year is more
hype and indignant. “Rent Money” opens the album with
righteous lyrics backed by a brooding choir sample that give
the track a dark, biblical atmosphere. Future weaves fluidly
from one flow to the next, switching up the melody every
two bars. “High Demand” harkens to the headspace of “Trap
******” of DS2, barred out and sleepy.
"HNDRXX", however, is much more R&B. Many of the
tracks sound a lot like “Low Life,” especially “Coming Out
Strong,” which features The Weeknd. With dreamy synths,
rolling hi-hats, and a catchy chorus by The Weeknd, the song
epitomizes the best of the album and a poppy Future.
A range of relationships exists between fans and Future.
To some, Future is fun. His overconfident lyrics, hard-hitting
beats, and hype delivery bring life to a party or workout.
To others, Future’s music is rebellion. To these fans, Future
might not be an exemplar of lifestyle choices, but he represents self-confidence in a society ridden with self-doubt and
anxiety. His music and his success are a reminder that being
yourself is more important than being agreeable.
And finally to some, Future’s story is an inspiration. Growing
up poor in Atlanta, often with little to eat, Nayvadius Wilburn wouldn’t accept the emasculation and injustice of working minimum wage, so he dealt drugs. “Selling dope all my life, I
can’t do minimum wage,” he sings in “Used to This.” From a disenfranchised, marginalized
youth who’d been given nothing by society, Future has become a powerful, wealthy, and respected man of status. “Come and f*** with me, baby I’m a franchise.”
Find a link on The Catalyst website to open a curated Spotify playlist (The Best of Future by
Sam Imhoff ) including songs mentioned in this article.

Keeping My Ear to the Grindstone: XXXtentacion 17
By DAVID ANDREWS
XXXtentacion begins his new album,
"17," with a lo-fi personal message: “By
listening to this album you are literally—I
cannot stress this enough—I mean literally
entering my mind.” He ends the 55-second
monologue with this: “I put my all into this
in hopes that it will help cure or at least
numb your depression.”
On his latest project, the Florida rapper—
Jahseh Dwayne Onfroy—stays true to his
heavy-handed opening message and delivers a 22-minute emotional letter to his fans.
The album is genre-bending and beautifully
experimental at its best. At its low moments
it is emotional writhing. Onfroy is having
his moment in the sun thanks to his fervent
fans who have pulled him from the teeming
pits of Soundcloud rappers and into the national hip-hop discussion.
His first Soundcloud track was released in
2014 and has since amassed over 400 million listens. His most popular track, “Look
at Me,” features a Migos-inspired triplet
flow and blown-out, over-produced bass,
but Onfroy is a far more versatile artist than
this track lets on. On "17," he displays this
versatility and employs an emo-rap style
that relies heavily on backing vocals and
naked, minimal guitar.
Onfroy’s looming and persistent legal
troubles are inescapable elements of "17."
As he discusses in an extensive No Jumper
interview from 2016, he was raised in a
single-parent home outside of Fort Lauderdale, Fla. and constantly faced trouble with
teachers, administrators, and eventually
the police. Onfroy has spent time in jail for
home invasion and aggravated assault, and
he is currently under investigation for domestic battery of his pregnant ex-girlfriend.
However, Onfroy is pleading not guilty to
the charges and is awaiting a trial.
The story is an unsavory one to say the
least, and it has cast a shadow of violence
over his latest release. There is a longer discussion to be had about whether it is OK to
like art produced by morally questionable
artists. To make the deep rabbit hole shallower, I do not come to an album looking for
moral guidance, but rather I evaluate "17"
as a piece of music before I consider the

morality of its creator. The territory is sticky,
however, because every stream on Spotify is
pushing his name higher on the charts and
giving him a larger platform. These ideas
competed in my mind throughout the project and remain unresolved.
As a piece of music, "17" peaks early
and then limps to an uninspiring end. The
Trippie Redd feature on “Fuck Love,” the
eighth track, is horrendous. Trippie Redd’s
whiny voice makes the hook nearly unlistenable. Luckily, “Fuck Love” comes after
three extremely strong tracks at the top of
the album. “Jocelyn Flores,” “Depression &
Obsession,” and “Everybody Dies in Their
Nightmares” are all excellent tracks. Shiloh
Dynasty, an anonymous Instagram vocalist,
is sampled heavily in all three and blends
perfectly with Onfroy’s flow. Dynasty’s voice
is elegant and creates a gentle background
that meshes with the dark, emotional verses
from Onfroy.
While the allegations from his ex-girlfriend are still exactly that, allegations, Onfroy addresses the situation directly on “Revenge,” “Save Me,” and “Carry On.” When
he does this, I have trouble with his lyrics
and overall message. The amount of anger
and numerous calls for violence against his
girlfriend in these three songs are not something I can nod my head to.
His singing on “Save Me” is a serious
weakness and could have been much stronger if he sampled Shiloh Dynasty again for
this track. On “Carry On,” Shiloh’s vocals are
perfect and ethereal, but Onfroy’s victim
narrative has worn thin by this point in the
project. On “Everybody Dies in Their Nightmares,” he raps more aggressively and impressively, but on “Carry On” he is lagging
in both energy and pathos with the listener.
Moving forward, the 22-minute album
raises more questions than answers. The
hip-hop community will continue to be polarized over XXXtentacion’s checkered legal
past, but it will also continue to discuss his
music releases. On "17" he gives us a taste of
how easily he can defy the label of a Soundcloud rapper and evolve beyond the generic
xanax-fueled bars of many of 2017’s momentary stars.

Cartoon by lo wall

Overall Score: Weak to Decent 5
If you enjoyed this album, listen to:
"Science Fiction" by Brand New
"Come Over When You’re Sober, Pt. 1" by Lil Peep
"You Will Regret" by Ski Mask the Slump God
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Nepali Freedom: A Himalayan Odyssey with Colorado College
By ADAM MAHLER
My head swam from the thin air as I pushed myself up the Nepali mountainside,
sucking in each soupy breath of mist in prodigious gulps. It seemed I was completely
alone, surrounded on all sides by a rocky face, swirling clouds, and a sharp drop to
the milky river below.
As a tributary to the Ganges River, the locals believed the water was sacred, and
honestly, it did provide a spiritual rejuvenation of sorts when I washed myself clean
for the first time in a week. Drinking the holy water from a natural spring was believed
to be especially beneficial and would apparently cure an individual of “dumbness.”
I couldn’t speak of any personal intellectual renaissance at the time – my brain
was scrambled by an oxygen deficit. All the thought power I could muster was reserved for the winding trail ahead of (and above) me. With eyes cast down, I staggered through the sub-alpine Himalayan landscape, missing much and seeing little.
“I can rest at the top” was a pathetic mantra for one of the most beautiful places in
the world.
Looking back on my time in Nepal with Colorado College’s Himalayan Odyssey
course, I was in a hurry all too often. The strain of the rugged environment had shifted my focus from the astonishing wonder of an exciting, new culture to how far I
had to hike to reach my next destination. I frequently checked my watch to see steps
walked, distance traveled, and elevation gained, but what was I actually gaining?
I was stuck in my old habits from the West. At home, I would worry about my busy
schedule, future engagements, and long-term goals. It’s easy to fall into this trap of
projecting our concerns, fears, and dreams onto the present as a superimposed image, like a shadow we can never outrun. We build arbitrary mountains to conquer
rather than enjoy the view.
However, as I finally reached the top of a ridge, my burdens seemed to dissipate
with the rising clouds. The sun burst forth to flood the valley below in sunshine,
bouncing off tin-roofed homes and turbid waters. The Himalayan skyline shimmered in the balmy sun, and above all the snow-capped giants rose Manaslu, the
eighth highest peak in the world. I sat down to rest and eat my lunch, finally content
to stop climbing and start seeing.
A strange sound broke this spell: a woman’s voice. She was singing. Actually, there
were three of them, all sharing the same melody. Their song echoed off the mountainsides and resonated within me; their Tibetan tune was in a language I couldn’t
understand but could feel.
I was labelled with REI, Eddie Bauer, and North Face. They had calloused bare feet
and bamboo baskets strapped to their foreheads. One had an infant in tow, yet I
was the one empty-lunged. They wore broad smiles across their sun-baked faces. As
they passed me on the trail, they even laughed —a frequent occurrence, but it still
threw me aback. It was almost as if they knew something about myself I didn’t, or
maybe it was just my silly safari hat.
A main tenet of Tibetan Buddhism, the predominant religion of Himalayan Nepal,
is that suffering is caused by attachment—attachment to oneself, to the future and
past, to dreams and fears, to impermanent things we burden ourselves with. I realized in that moment that I was drowning in attachment.
In the U.S., my attachment to long-term goals had left my life with less happiness. I
was astonished by these women and their cheerful, light auras; they seemed to bear
little attachment. I don’t mean to suggest that their lives were without struggle and
strife. I am greatly fortunate to be free of many of the material hardships they probably endure. Perhaps they and other people of traditional Himalayan culture ache
for a more Western lifestyle of relative comfort and luxury.
And yet, I couldn’t help but envy those women and the spiritual wealth that radiated with every lyric. Happiness was no longer a destination for me, but a process.
Only by letting go could I find it—a flavor of bliss that only comes with being present
in each individual moment.
Photo by adam mahler

Tater Tots and Skater Thoughts
By MEG DEMARSH

With the return of a new school year comes the anticipation for the best welcome back to campus: Midnight Breakfast at Rastall. From 11:30 on Friday night to 12:30a.m., Rastall was the destination for some much-loved late night eats.
For a heart-to-heart over chocolate chip pancakes or a laugh
with old pals whilst stuffing one's face with donuts, Rastall
becomes the epitome of the Colorado College experience for
the short hour every block.
Although midnight breakfast is considered a CC tradition,
its history only spans the last couple of years. “We started
Midnight Breakfast several years ago as a way to create community and enhance some of our major events. Rochelle
Mason, Senior Associate Dean of Students said, "It has continued because student feedback has been overwhelmingly
positive."
The feedback really is astounding. Junior Wileen Genz, a
transfer student from Wesleyan University, offers a unique
perspective on campus programming since she comes from
another like-minded school. Genz commented on the sense
of inclusivity and place particular to CC’s campus and midnight breakfast. “It’s a great way to see friends you haven’t
talked to in ages and meet people you wouldn’t otherwise get
to reach out to. As a transfer last year, it really allowed me to
expand my social circle,” Genz said. Students largely agree on
the community that the event fosters.
Although her previous school had a similar event, Genz de-

scribed notable differences between the two, “What's unique
about CC events is that they're very accessible and even students who live off campus come to them.” According to Mason, at the higher volume events, Rastall can see over 600 students in one night.
The Bon Appetit staff works hard to accommodate all of
the students. That being said, according to Director of Operations, Austin Kumm, this Friday had more students attend
than expected. “To my knowledge, we have never fully run
out [of food]. But this last weekend was close,” Kumm said.
The food itself has slightly changed over the years, until ultimately settling on the classic staples. Staff arrive at 9:00p.m.
to start preparing the pancake batter and tater tots. “Over the
years it has evolved to what it is now—pancakes, tots, and
doughnuts. We have tried other things but this is definitely
the hit,” said Kumm.
Students are fairly protective of this menu. CC junior and
lover of midnight breakfast, Tess Rudd, explained, “I would
be pretty upset [if the menu changed]. Tater tots, pancakes,
and doughnuts pretty much define midnight breakfast.” The
expectation of breakfast staples is what makes this event so
popular. With such positive student feedback, Bon Appetit
foresees no menu changes in the near future.
First year Magdalena Sotelo called her first experience with
midnight breakfast “the icing on the cake” to an eventful first
week. “It just provides a social setting where you can run into

friends we have not seen in a long time and talk endlessly
without realizing how late it really is. This also makes you forget about all of your readings or assignments that you usually
have in the back of your mind,” said Sotelo.
To continue the back to school celebration, campus activities added late-night skate to last Friday’s festivities. For new
and returning students, this was a welcomed addition. Sotelo
described CC’s campus programming as one of the many
reasons she chose the college. Midnight Breakfast is often a
part of the Office of Admissions’ Open House events, allowing prospective or accepted students to get a taste of the tradition.
Per CC tradition, the event consisted of plenty of funky outfits, colloquially known as “flair.” This unadulterated authenticity is characteristic of CC, something that Genz frequently
notes. “A few guys had on a kind of 1920's look with suspenders and kind of put on a show tossing around their hats. There
were also a few snazzy outfits out there,some bold colors and
such,” she said.
As Campus Activities notes, ever response surrounding the
event has been positive. “Most of the feedback is that students have asked us to continue what has become a great CC
tradition,” Mason said. And, as any CC student well knows, an
event with food is an event well attended.
The next midnight breakfast is on Saturday, Sept. 9. from
midnight to 1:00a.m.
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A Privatized Military Industrial Complex
By FIACHRA ROSS MACFADDEN

Illustration by Lo Wall

There are no clear paths that lead to
peace and stability in Afghanistan. If the
US stays, Afghanistan will likely continue
to deteriorate and the very presence of
American troops in the country may fuel
further anti-American sentiment, which
works to the Taliban’s advantage. If the
U.S. leaves immediately, the Afghan army
will be left with inadequate manpower and
assistance, which may lead to the collapse
of the government and the proliferation of

both the Taliban and ISIS.
During Obama’s presidency, about
30,000 troops were sent to Afghanistan. It
is hard say if that surge in troops had any
positive effect in Afghanistan. As Hamid
Karzai, former President of Afghanistan,
said in a recent interview: “With so much
blood and treasure spent, so much loss of
life, the country is not secure. Why is there
more extremism? Why did [ISIS] emerge in
Afghanistan while the U.S. [military] was
here?” At its peak, there were about 140,000
troops in Afghanistan. It is unlikely that any
additional number of troops that Trump
deploys will make any difference.
These paths are grim and it is hard to say
what the best solution is. While some solutions may seem better than others, there
are also supposed ‘solutions’ that could
have disastrous effects and should not be
considered at all. One of these ‘solutions’
has been suggested by a man named Erik
Prince, founder of the private military
company Blackwater and brother of Betsy
DeVos, the Secretary of Education. Prince
has had several meetings with Trump administration officials, as well as with the
President himself.
In an op-ed published by the Wall Street
Journal in May, Prince outlined part of his

proposal. In the piece, Prince argued that
the war in Afghanistan has gone on for 16
years and that it is now time to try a different strategy. Prince proposes that the U.S.
Army should stand down and hand everything over to private contractors. Prince
recommended that the United States use
the “East India Company approach” in
Afghanistan. To be clear, the East India
Company was an imperial armed trading
company that “conquered, subjugated,
and plundered vast tracts of south Asia,”
according to the historian William Dalrymple.
It is worth being aware of Blackwater’s
history. This history includes losing 200
automatic weapons for several months,
issuing AK-47s to people who were not
trained or authorized to use such weapons,
using government finances on strippers,
steroids, cocaine, and throwing massive
parties. According to one person who attended one of these parties, Blackwater
employees sprayed bullets into a building
“next door, which housed Iraqi civilians.”
In 2006, a drunk Blackwater employee got
into an argument with the Iraqi Vice President’s guard and proceeded to shoot him
three times. The guard died and the Blackwater employee was never prosecuted.

Then in 2007, four Blackwater employees
killed 17 civilians in Iraq—the youngest
was a nine-year-old boy. Despite all this,
Blackwater continued to earn up to $1 billion in contracts during the Iraq war, and in
2010, awarded more than $200 million by
the Obama administration for security and
work with the CIA.
The U.S. Army does not have a great track
record when it comes to human rights,
but it is at least controlled to some extent
by government checks and balances, the
United Nations, and its own citizens. Of
course, far more can and should be done
to keep the US army accountable. Ethics
are not the top priority when it comes to
Blackwater—profit and expansion are. But
once a private company like Blackwater
comes into the equation, little can be done
to completely regulate it.
It is naïve to think that Prince just wants
to end the war in Afghanistan quickly. In
the past, Prince has called for the privatization of the UN and NATO. Perhaps with
time, more will join him on his crusade to
privatize more and more wars, eventually
leading to the complete privatization of the
military industrial complex. If this ends up
happening, we can forget about a future
where war does not exist.

Making a Deal with the Devil:
Donald Trump, North Korea, and Nukes
By NATALIE GUBBAY
When what started as a totally unrelated press conference somehow became
the most direct—and accidental—threat
to North Korea in a long time, we shook
our heads and thought we knew what
was going on. By threatening Kim Jong
Un with “fire and fury,” President Trump
disregarded international norms in favor
of brusqueness, just because he could.
We’d seen this dozens of times. But unlike in most policy arenas, the U.S.’s approach to North Korea has not been wellestablished, and neither Democrats nor
Republicans have articulated a clear goal
in its implementation. Both Obama and
Bush tried a hodgepodge combination of
sanctions and diplomacy. Both approaches were disorganized and ineffective. The
nonproliferation treaty signed under the
Bush administration in 2007 was broken
by North Korea in 2009, and Obama’s rhetoric clearly did not dissuade Kim Jong Un
from levels of nuclear development that
surprised even most experts.
Yet, despite consistent policy failure,
Republicans and Democrats both remain
vague and uncertain in their approach.
The DNC party platform says only that
“North Korea is perhaps the most repressive regime on the planet, run by a sadistic
dictator… Democrats will protect America and our allies, press China to restrain
North Korea, and sharpen the choices for
Pyongyang to compel it to abandon its illegal nuclear and missile programs.” The
Republican platform says roughly the

same: “We urge the government of China international law as a surer method of
to recognize the inevitability of change in keeping itself alive than any international
the Kim family’s slave state... The U.S. will agreement—which may be less scary, but
continue to demand the complete, verifi- no less problematic. Preemptive war is
able, and irreversible dismantlement of not an option—not unless the U.S. wishes
North Korea’s nuclear weapons program to risk its alliances with South Korea and
with full accounting of its proliferation ac- Japan, rupture any stability in the region,
tivities.” Such bipartisanship would be im- and sacrifice thousands of lives. While it is
pressive if it were forged over something important to pressure China to be firmer
other than the piecemeal strategy that led in opposing North Korea, expecting the
to the country’s nuclear development in country to solve the crisis alone is to do
the first place. North Korean policy has nothing more than U.S. policy has done
the past 16 years.
never been functionWe need a deal: we
al. Donald Trump:
need to open a line of
it is time to make a
We need a deal: we need to communication with
deal.
North Korea is open a line of communication North Korea and ofpainted in the pubsomething that is
with North Korea and offer fer
legitimately attraclic eye as a “rogue
state” impossible to something that is legitimately tive in exchange for
predict, understand,
attractive in exchange for d e n u c l e a r i z a t i o n .
or reason with. But
The success of the
denuclearization.
experts argue that
late Clinton adminthe nation is highly
istration in negotiatrational,
motivated
ing an agreement—in
by the single goal of regime survival. Nu- person, with real economic benefit and
clear weapons are, to these analysts, Kim security assurances to North Korea—
Jong Un’s insurance policy. He will deploy shows that the nation can and will operate
them only to maintain his own power, diplomatically when they believe it to be
and given that full-fledged war with the beneficial. The challenge to the U.S.: make
United States would be suicidal, it is un- it beneficial, but not too dangerous. Conlikely that North Korea would ever pro- vince China to sign onto the deal. Denote
voke the U.S. by nuking Los Angeles or a specific and multilateral punishment for
New York. The recent nuclear tests show its violation.
The Brookings Institution, a Washintonnot that an attack is immediate, but that
North Korea now views the violation of based think tank, recommends that such

an agreement include the “establishment
of full diplomatic relations; end of the economic embargo and sanctions, economic
assistance and investment; and a peace
treaty to replace the 64-year-old armistice
agreement.” William Perry, secretary of
defense under Clinton, emphasizes the
importance of security assurances from
the United States. Perry also advocates a
negotiated freeze on nuclear weapon and
long-range missile testing, whereas the
Brookings Institute suggests only total denuclearization.
There are countless forms an agreement could take and many very intelligent
people championing them. If Trump can
actually channel his energy into listening
to them, there’s no reason he can’t execute something both Bush and Obama
failed to do. If he succeeds, he can tell his
supporters and his opponents that he did
something the establishment could not.
If North Korea refuses, then the pressure
for the international community to ramp
up sanctions will increase, as it becomes
clear that North Korea’s nuclear program
is more than just leverage in getting what
it says it wants. Either way, a full, fair, and
prompt attempt at diplomacy is imperative, both to an administration struggling
to pass any legislation at all and to a nation seeking to be the powerful, humane,
and rational international leader it perceives itself to be. President Trump, I’m
not expecting you to do this. Prove me
wrong.
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Learning Empathy Through Fiction: Fine-Tuning Your Feelings
By WAYAN BUSCHMAN
Between lazy beach days and morning
train commutes, hopefully this summer
has not passed you by without offering
up a good read or two. I can already hear
the obligatory schoolchildren groans of
required summer reading and the adults
who claim to be too busy reading newspapers to immerse themselves in a novel. Compared to the news or non-fiction
books, fiction feels indulgent. Can reading
a work of fiction expand your horizon of
knowledge, of worldliness? Yes, of course
it can. But erudition is not everything to
be gained from reading. Fiction is able to
bestow a priceless gift compared to the superficial airs of erudition: the gift of empathy. Those who read novels are more likely
to be able to empathize (and do it well)
than those who do not.
“Bright Lights, Big City” by Jay McInerney is a novel of self-rediscovery set in the
glitzy New York City of the 1980s. Written
in the second person, “you” are the main
character. At one point in the novel, this
main character muses about something
that was said to him: “the ineffability of
inner experience.” He concludes that “cer-

tain facts are accessible only from one
point of view–the point of view of the creature who experiences them… She meant
that the only shoes we can ever wear are
our own.” Ironic, isn’t it, how a work whose
most distinctive stylistic choice is to refer
to the second person throughout the nar-

Fiction’s capacity to instill empathy exceeds that of
movies, video games, or TV
shows, because it relies solely
on these “inner experiences”
rather than the visuals of
other media.
ration also claims that inner experience is
ineffable? Despite the seeming contradictions, McInerney has a point. The closest
we can come to wearing someone else’s
shoes is through reading fiction. It doesn’t
have to be a “Choose Your Own Adven-

ture,” or a story that breaks the fourth wall,
or one like Bright Lights, Big City where
“you” are the protagonist. Most fiction will
situate you in a foreign mind or locale, and
that is enough.
If McInerney is right in saying that if
our thoughts, emotions, and urges of our
“inner experiences” are untappable, then
maybe we can access the “inner experiences” of others by removing them one
step from our brains. And to remove the
“inner experience” one step from the
brain is to use the tool of language. Like
any translation, the shift from thought to
language may not fully capture the pure
essence of the source material, but it may
be as close as you can get. And, therefore,
the closest you can get to taking a hammer
and swinging it at the walls that divide us
is through listening to one another and
reading each other’s stories.
Fiction’s capacity to instill empathy exceeds that of movies, video games, or TV
shows, because it relies solely on these
“inner experiences” rather than the visuals of other media. As more and more
people are opting for screens these days,

now more than ever is the time to pick up
a book. The sad fact about our political climate is that it has become an environment
of us-versus-them. Whether the struggle is
internal, existing between right- and leftwing citizens, or international, between
Trump and North Korea, Mexico, and others, animosity abounds. “America First”
is what Trump preached at his inauguration, a statement innately devoid of empathy. To prioritize one group or nation is to
put another second, and, as idealistic and
corny as this may sound, everyone should
come first. In terms of pragmatism, yes, a
nation’s president should care for his or
her own people to begin with, but with
this duty should come the awareness that
no one is truly more deserving of anything
than anyone else. That we were born into
our respective bodies and minds is a matter of total chance.
We ossify our ties to our own identities
since they are all we know, but maybe
these ties are more fluid than we think.
And maybe, to begin fumbling at these
ties and knots, all we need to do is open
a book.

Money Down the Drain?
The Essential Nature of Stormwater Infrastructure
By MAX KRONSTADT

On November 7, Colorado Springs residents will vote once again on one of the
most contentious issues in the city’s recent history: the management of stormwater runoff.
The ballot in question proposes instating a fee that would charge residential
property owners $5 per month and all
commercial property owners $30 per acre
per month for the next 20 years. The fee
would generate approximately $17 million each year to be used by the city government to prevent contaminants, silt,
and trash resulting from heavy storms
from getting into Monument and Fountain Creeks and adversely affecting our
downstream neighbors.
Colorado Springs City Councilman
Richard Skorman painted a vivid picture
of why we need to do something about
our stormwater. “If you go to the confluence of Fountain Creek and the Arkansas River, you will witness a huge brown
river, Fountain Creek, going into a clear
one, the Arkansas. By the time the Arkansas gets to the Gulf of Mexico, it provides
drinking water for 180 communities. We
are a huge polluter,” he said.
He’s right. We have a serious stormwater problem and it will take significant
monetary investment to fix. However,
the proposed fee is not the right solution.
Rather than placing the relative weight of
the fee primarily on developers and big
business, who are responsible for much
of the problem, it will unfairly charge the
residents of Colorado Springs.

The city first imposed a stormwater fee
in 2005, but it was short-lived. In 2009,
City Council cancelled the fee due to
strong public opposition, and in 2014, a
proposal to reinstate the fee was defeated
handily in a city-wide election. Last November, residents voted to allow the city
to keep $12 million in excess tax revenue
in order to build stormwater related infrastructure. This November voters will
decide on a ballot issue regarding stormwater for the third time in the 12 years
that this problem has been debated.
In November 2016, the issue became
a little more urgent. The Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), joined by the
Colorado State Department of Health,
filed suit against Colorado Springs for
its mismanagement of stormwater runoff. Between fines, legal fees, and courtordered infrastructure construction, the
lawsuit could end up costing the city a
lot of money—so the city government has
been scrambling to fix the stormwater
runoff problem before any legal action
formally begins.
All of this begs the question: why is
stormwater in Colorado Springs such a
big problem, and why is there so much
debate over how to fix it?
Colorado Springs is well-situated to
have stormwater problems. As Councilman Skorman explained, “We are the
only big city in Colorado with no river
to absorb its runoff. Everything that goes
down our drains, spills on our pavement,
and is put on our lawns ends up in Foun-

tain Creek and in the Arkansas River.
Then, if you add all the impervious surfaces we have built and the fact that our
geography curses us with huge elevation
loss and highly erodible soil, it’s a perfect
storm.” And unlike most major American
cities, we don’t have a fee dedicated to
stormwater management. This is a key
argument of the November ballot measure’s supporters, and rightfully so: if
every other major city in the country has
one, we probably should too. But there
are some more complex factors at play.
During an open discussion on the fees
in City Hall this August, Councilman
Bill Murray argued forcefully against
the fees saying, “Where I come from, the
penalty should fit the crime. The cost of
the stormwater fee is the direct result
of our inability to enforce our stormwater requirements.” Murray is referring
to a number of developers in Colorado
Springs who, while building on properties in the city, submitted plans for dealing with stormwater that were clearly
inadequate, but that the city approved
anyway. Because so many land developers were never forced to deal with their
runoff, the city’s stormwater problem
went from bad to very bad. Logically,
the developers should shoulder a greater
share of the burden of fixing it.
I had the opportunity to talk to Douglas
Bruce, a former Colorado state legislator,
anti-tax activist, and author of the controversial Colorado Taxpayer’s Bill of Rights
(TABOR). He argues that the city is milk-
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ing its residents for money, putting unnecessary financial strain on low-income
households. “The grandma who lives in
a trailer pays the same as someone in a
mansion in the Broadmoor—that’s a regressive tax,” Bruce said. He also argued
that the city government relaxed regulations on developers and is now forcing
residents to pay for it. “The city created
the stormwater issue by subsidizing developers and giving them a free pass instead of forcing them to pay to deal with
their stormwater. And they did that intentionally,” he said. Though Bruce and I
likely disagree on many topics, I’m with
him on this one. The City Council’s plans
are a gift to corporations at the expense of
taxpayers, particularly low-income ones.
With that said, come November I will
probably vote for the proposed fees. Colorado Springs has already signed an intergovernmental agreement with Pueblo
County that mandates we spend $460
million on stormwater infrastructure
over the next 20 years, and the money
has to come from somewhere. The risk of
not honoring the agreement and inviting
further legal action is severe, and the fees
are only $5 a month.
But in an ideal world, the city government would devise a better plan—one
that would raise the revenue they need by
holding developers accountable instead
of overburdening the poor—and put that
on the ballot in November.

Bioethics Internship Let Sam White ’18 Ask Hard Questions,
Discovers a Career
By ANNA SQUIRES

citate a patient in a
vegetative state. Yet
the family wanted
the opposite.
Another
day,
White performed
intake interviews
for homeless individuals at Centura’s
“safety net” health
clinics, where the
homeless and uninsured can seek
free medical care.
White
navigated
patients’ differing
needs – from basic
requests like lotion and socks, to
delirious and hallucinating patients
in need of far more
intensive care.
The diverse experiences White faced
this summer have shaped his future career path.
“I really feel like I’m arranging myself to
have a career where I can make a meaningful impact,” he said.
“This internship helped me to decide my
plans for the future. At first I thought I wanted to pursue a grad school degree in bioethics, but now I realize that I want to go to law
school. Our healthcare system is broken…and
I think a law degree would help me to make
the changes I want to make in the system.”

Colorado College Career Center
1130 N. Cascade Ave.
8:30 a.m.–5 p.m., Monday–Friday

Members of the Career Center Team. photo Courtesy of the Career Center

When asked about the advice he would
give to students who aren’t sure which industry they might like to go into after graduation, White answered, “Honestly, you’re
never going to know if you’re going to enjoy
the work you see yourself doing in a future
career. My best advice is to just go for it and
try it and see what you can get out of any
experience you come across.”
He continued, “Ask loads of questions,
volunteer to do things you don’t understand how to do, talk to as many people as

humanly possible. Squeeze every possibility dry!”
The Career Center at CC congratulates
Sam on an internship well done.
Those seeking to explore industries
they may be interested in, develop their
professional identity, and make career
connections are welcome to make an appointment. The Career Center is open for
business Monday-Friday from 8:30am to
5:00 p.m.

ok, so my subs really aren't gourmet and
we're not french either. my subs just taste
a little better, that's all! I wanted to
call it jimmy john's tasty sandwiches, but
my mom told me to stick with gourmet.
Regardless of what she thinks, freaky fast
is where it's at. I hope you love 'em as much
as i do! peace!

Established in Charleston, IL
in 1983 to add to students GPA
and general dating ability.

8" SUB SANDWICHES

GIANT club sandwiches

All of my sandwiches are 8 inches of homemade
French bread, fresh veggies and the finest meats &
cheese I can buy! We slice everything fresh daily in this
store! It tastes better that way!

#1 PEPE®

SLIMS™
Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

Real wood smoked ham and provolone cheese,
lettuce, tomato & mayo. (The original)

#3 TOTALLY TUNA®

slim
slim
slim
slim
slim
slim

#4 TURKEY TOM®

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap
®

#2 BIG JOHN®

Medium rare choice roast beef, mayo,
lettuce & tomato.
Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, sliced cucumber, lettuce & tomato.
(My tuna rocks! Sprouts* optional)
Fresh sliced turkey breast, lettuce, tomato & mayo.
The original (Sprouts* optional)

#5

VITO®

1
2
3
4
5
6

Ham & cheese
Roast beef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola, cheese
Double provolone

JJ UNWICH

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone,
capicola, onion, lettuce, tomato, & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)

#6 THE VEGGIE

Layers of provolone cheese separated by real avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato & mayo. (Truly a
gourmet sub not for vegetarians only, Sprouts* optional)

J.J.B.L.T.®

Bacon, lettuce, tomato & mayo!
(My B.L.T. rocks)
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When doctors swear to uphold the Hippocratic Oath when treating patients, they
make that famous promise: to do no harm.
But how can a doctor truly do no harm?
Take, for instance, the thorny issue of physician-assisted suicide. Does a doctor “do
no harm” by helping a suffering patient to
end his or her life? By the same token, by
providing the means of death, doesn’t a
doctor “harm” the patient’s loved ones by
causing them grief?
These are the kinds of questions that Sam
White, ’18, dealt with during his summer
bioethics internship at Centura Health in
Centennial, Colorado.
As the Legal-Ethical Shadow for the hospital, White spent his summer observing
the resident bioethicist as she determined
whether or not Centura Health made ethical choices in treating patients.
For White, a philosophy major, wrestling
with such nebulous questions came naturally.
“[Bioethicists face] intense ethical situations where the right thing to do is unclear,” White said. “When I came to C.C.,
I originally wanted to study biology. But
I realized I’m not a scientific thinker, so I
switched into philosophy. That crossover
of philosophical and biological interests
has led to the direction I’m going… I definitely think the work suits me.”
White’s internship asked him to put abstract bioethics questions into practice.
One day, he observed an emotional meeting where doctors explained to a patient’s
family that they could not ethically resus-
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Soda Pop
Chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie
Real potato chips
Jumbo kosher dill pickle
Extra load of meat
Extra cheese
Extra avocado spread

ORDER ONLINE @ JIMMYJOHNS.COM

freebies (subs & clubs only)
Onion, lettuce, tomato, mayo, sliced cucumber,
hot peppers, dijon, Jimmy Mustard®, yellow mustard,
oil & vinegar, oregano, sprouts*

My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread or my famous
homemade French bread! Tell us when you order!

#7 SMOKED HAM CLUB
1/4 pound of real wood smoked ham,
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato & mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB®

Choice roast beef, smoked ham, provolone cheese,
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato & mayo.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB®

Genoa salami, Italian capicola, smoked ham,
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo & our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(Order it with hot peppers)

#10 HUNTER’S CLUB®

A full 1/4 pound of medium rare roast beef,
provolone, lettuce, tomato & mayo.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB®

Sliced turkey breast, real wood smoked ham,
provolone, and tons of lettuce, tomato & mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)
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WE PREFU CALL , WE’LLHAPPEN!
BUT IF YON TO MAKE IT
WE CA
DELIVERY ORDERS may include
a delivery charge.

Sprouts*
optional
Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato and mayo!

#12 BEACH CLUB®

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB®
Double provolone, real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, lettuce, tomato & mayo. (Try it on my
7-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie sandwich
is really yummy! Sprouts* optional)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB®

Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato & mayo.
An American classic!

#15 CLUB TUNA®

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN®
The original gutbuhstuh! Genoa
salami, sliced smoked ham, capicola,
roast beef, turkey & provolone,
jammed into one of our homemade
French buns, then smothered with
onions, mayo, lettuce, tomato & our
homemade Italian vinaigrette.

The same as our #3 Totally Tuna except this one
has a lot more. Housemade tuna salad, provolone,
sliced cucumber, lettuce & tomato. (Sprouts* optional)

#16 CLUB LULU®

Sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER®
Real wood smoked ham and bacon with lettuce,
tomato & mayo! (This one rocks!)

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM TO FIND A LOCATION NEAR YOU
"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!" ®
*WARNING: THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH ADVISES THAT EATING RAW OR UNDER-COOKED MEAT, POULTRY, SEAFOOD, SHELLFISH, EGGS, OR SPROUTS POSES A HEALTH RISK TO EVERYONE, BUT ESPECIALLY TO THE ELDERLY, CHILDREN,
PREGNANT WOMEN, AND PERSONS WITH WEAKENED IMMUNE SYSTEMS. THE CONSUMPTION OF SUCH RAW OR UNDER-COOKED FOOD ITEMS MAY RESULT IN AN INCREASED RISK OF FOODBORNE ILLNESS. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
CONTACT YOUR PHYSICIAN OR LOCAL PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT. NO CHARGES RELATING TO DELIVERED ORDERS ARE DISTRIBUTED TO EMPLOYEES AS A GRATUITY.
©1985-2017 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISOR SPV, LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. We Reserve The Right To Make Any Menu Changes.

